
Concrete Bunny Egg Cup
Instructions No. 1743

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour

Colourful Easter eggs ones are definitely a must at the annual Easter brunch. How about matching concrete egg cups, which
also work great as decoration. With gaudy accent colours, these egg cups will make for enthusiastic faces!

First mix the concrete according to the instructions on the package. Fill the concrete mass into the smallest mould, press an
egg in the middle and fix it to the mould with adhesive tape. Make sure that the egg stands straight in the concrete. Tip:
Spray the egg with release agent in advance. This makes it easier to remove it from the concrete later 

After the concrete mass has dried thoroughly, remove the egg and remove the mould. Form ears from the wire. Drill small
holes with a concrete drill bit into the top of the concrete bowl where the ears will later sit. Now you can put the ears into the
pre-drilled holes. If necessary, fix the whole thing additionally with some super glue 

Alternatively, you can stick your ears into the still soft concrete as soon as it has dried a little. If necessary, you may have to
support the ears slightly to prevent them from tilting out of the soft concrete. With this method, no holes need to be drilled 

Finally the egg cups can be painted with bright colors.

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

517140-15 Concrete for creatives1,5 kg 1

671811-02 Decorative aluminium wire, 2 mmPink 1

756501-04 Viva Decor Maya Gold, 45mlMagenta 1

756495-01 Viva Decor "Inka Gold", 62,5 gGold 1

601795 VBS Decorative egg "White", 10 pieces 1

50500 UHU superglue 1

Concrete for creatives, 1,5 kg

11,49 €
(1 kg = 7,66 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/concrete-for-creatives-a82015/
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